
Template for pilot description 

Pilot identification  

 “1 BG 2”    

Reference Use case  

X 1) URL Inventory of enterprises  2) E-commerce from enterprises’ websites  

    

 3) Job advertisements on enterprises’ websites  4) Social media presence on enterprises’ web pages 

 

Synthesis of pilot objectives  

The BNSI used the business register information for enterprises which form the ICT survey population for 

URLs inventory with automated URL retrieval procedure (applying ISTAT software). The main objective was 

to generate a URLs inventory of enterprises. The Inventory has been used for web-crawling of the 

enterprise sites to retrieve information for e-commerce and social media activities.  The BNSI decided to 

test the ISTAT URLs Inventory software how it is working on the Bulgarian BR population of enterprises.  

This has been done to achieve the one of the project’s aim – to share good experience and best practice 

among the involved countries. In addition, the results from this pilot are going to be used to benchmark 

with the pilot 1 BG 1 results. Then we intend to evaluate the results from the two pilots.       

Initial data are enterprises with 10 or more employees, with their names, contact e-mails, web sites URLs 

and other characteristics from BR. The total size of population was 26836 businesses, with 20649 e-mails 

and 2006 initial enterprise URLs.  

Pilot details 

  

URLScorer 

URLScorer 

URLMatchTableGenerator 



General description of the flow on the logical architecture 

The URLSearcher uses the enterprise names with Bing Search API to be able to get sets of up to 10 

suggested URLs and saves the obtained information in txt file. The RootJuice takes the txt file, scraps the 

content of the enterprise web-sites and saves the information in csv file.  The csv file information is 

uploaded in the Apache Solr open source enterprise search platform.  The UrlScorer uses the stored data in 

the Apache Solr and generates a file with assigned scores for each the suggested enterprise’s URLs.   The 

URLMatchTableGenerator takes the results from the URLScorer and compares them with known list of 

enterprise’s URLs. The obtained results are then analyzed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Functional description of each block  

The URLSearcher obtains 2 files containing the list of the firm names and the corresponding list of firm IDs 

from Business register (total number of enterprises: 26836). For each enterprise the program queries the 

Bing Search engine and retrieves the list of the first 10 urls provided by the search engine, these urls are 

then stored in a file so we will have one file for each firm. At the end, the program reads each produced file 

and creates the seed file that is a txt file format with all results.   

 
The RootJuice program takes as input 3 files:  

1) The seed file from URLSearcher 
2) A list of url domains to avoid (usually directories domains, yellow pages and etc.) 
3) A configuration file 

The RootJuice program tries to acquire the HTML page for each row of the seed file (if the url is not in the 
list of the domains to avoid) From each acquired HTML page the program selects just the textual content of 
the fields we are interested in and write a line in a CSV file.  
 
The CSV file from RootJuice is imported in open source storage platform Apache Solr.  
 
The UrlScorer is a program that reads one by one all the documents contained in a specified Solr collection 

and assigns to each of them a score on the basis of the values of some indicators. In particular it calculates 

the value of binary indicators, for instance: the URL contains the denomination (Yes/No); the scraped 

website contains geographical information coincident with already available in the Register (Yes/No); the 

scraped website contains the same fiscal code in the Register (Yes/No); the scraped website contains the 

same telephone number in the Register (Yes/No); etc. 

The URLMatchTableGenerator takes the results from the URLScorer and compares them with known list of 

enterprise’s URLs. The result shows that software predicts the right URLs of 67 % of the enterprises. The 

result has room for improvement by adopting a better list of yellow pages and internet catalogues. Also, 

there were differences between the expected data fields from the software and the provided fields from 

the Bulgarian Business Register, for example the area code and phone number of the enterprise are 

concatenated in Bulgarian Register, compare to their separate use of in the ISTAT software. 

Matching Count 

URLs that match 5957 

URLs that don't match 2944 

 



   

 

Description of the technological choices    

BNSI uses suggested open source software from ISTAT: Java Run time environment for URLSearcher, 

RootJuice, URLScorer and URLMatchTableGenerator programs and Apache Solr Storage platform.    

Concluding remarks 

Lessons learned 

 Methodology: A good list of business catalogues is basis for better predictions. Use of exact number 
of data fields needed by the software is basis for better score assign to proposed URLs . 

 IT: The Apache Solr version should be as the suggested from the ISTAT in order for software to work 
properly, because there are changes between Solr versions.  

 Legal: There were no legal issues, because we used third party information tools (Bing Search APIs) 
to obtain the URLs of the enterprises. 

 

Open issues 

No open issues. 
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